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Abstract
Consider a planar drawing Γ of a planar graph G such that the vertices are drawn as small circles and the edges are drawn as
thin stripes. Consider a non-simple cycle c of G. Is it possible to draw c as a non-intersecting closed curve inside Γ , following the
circles that correspond in Γ to the vertices of c and the stripes that connect them? We show that this test can be done in polynomial
time and study this problem in the framework of clustered planarity for highly non-connected clustered graphs.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Γ be a planar drawing of a planar graph G and let c be a cycle composed of vertices and edges of G. We deal
with the problem of testing if c can be drawn on Γ without crossings.
Of course, if the vertices of G are drawn as points, the edges as simple curves, and the drawing of c must coincide
with the drawing of its vertices and edges, then the problem is trivial. In this case c can be drawn without crossings if
and only if it is simple.
We consider the problem from a different point of view. Namely, we suppose that the vertices of G are drawn in
Γ as “small circles” and the edges as “thin stripes”. Hence, c can pass several times through a vertex or through an
edge without crossing itself. In this case even a non-simple cycle can have a chance to be drawn without crossings. For
example, the cycles of Fig. 1(a) and 1(c) can be drawn without crossings, while the cycles of Fig. 1(b) and 1(d) cannot.
The cycle in Fig. 1(a) can be drawn without crossing by suitably reordering the edges in all the stripes containing three
edges.
The problem, on our opinion, is interesting in itself. However, we study it because of its meaning in the field of
clustered planarity [11,10].
Clustered planarity is a classical Graph Drawing topic (see [4] for a survey). A cluster of a graph is a non empty
subset of its vertices. A clustered graph C(G, T ) is a graph G = (V, E) plus a rooted tree T such that the leaves of
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Fig. 1. Examples of cycles which can be drawn without crossings ((a) and (c)) and which cannot ((b) and (d)).
Fig. 2. An example of a clustered graph C . (a) A c-planar drawing of C . (b) The inclusion tree of C .
T are the vertices of G. Each node ν of T corresponds to the cluster V (ν) of G whose vertices are the leaves of the
subtree rooted at ν. The subgraph of G induced by V (ν) ⊆ V is denoted as G(ν). An edge e between a vertex of
V (ν) and a vertex of V − V (ν) is incident to ν. Graph G and tree T are called underlying graph and inclusion tree,
respectively. For example, Fig. 2(b) shows the inclusion tree of the clustered graph represented in Fig. 2(a).
In a drawing of a clustered graph vertices and edges of G are drawn as points and curves as usual [8], and each
node ν of T is a simple finite open region R(ν) such that:
• R(ν) contains the drawing of G(ν);
• R(ν) contains the region R(µ) if and only if µ is a descendant of ν in T ; and
• any two regions R(ν1) and R(ν2) do not intersect if ν1 is not a descendant or an ancestor of ν2.
See Fig. 2(a) for an example of a drawing of a clustered graph. We say that edge e and region R have an edge-region
crossing if e crosses the boundary of R more than once. Since an edge e that is not incident to a node ν crosses R(ν)
an even number of times, an edge-region crossing implies that:
(1) edge e is incident to ν and e crosses the boundary of R(ν) more than once; or
(2) edge e is not incident to ν and e crosses the boundary of R(ν).
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Fig. 3. The classes of clustered graphs for which the c-planarity testing problem can be solved in polynomial time. The area enclosed by the dashed
line corresponds to the family of clustered cycles which are the object of this work.
A drawing of a clustered graph is c-planar if it does not have edge crossings and edge-region crossings. For
example, the drawing of Fig. 2(a) is c-planar. A clustered graph is c-planar if it has a c-planar drawing. The complexity
of the c-planarity testing problem is unknown.
A cluster ν is connected if G(ν) is connected. A clustered graph is c-connected if all its clusters are connected.
For example, the clustered graph of Fig. 2(a) is non-connected since µ2 and µ7 are non-connected (graphs G(µ2)
and G(µ7) are composed by two isolated vertices). C-planarity testing algorithms for connected clustered graphs are
shown in [14,11,6]. A planarization algorithm for connected clustered graphs is shown in [7]. Another contribution
studying the interplay between c-planarity and connectivity has been presented in [3] by Cornelsen and Wagner. They
show that a completely connected clustered graph is c-planar if and only if its underlying graph is planar. A completely
connected clustered graph is so that not only each cluster is connected but also its complement is connected.
With the purpose of studying the complexity of the c-planarity testing for a non-connected clustered graph, several
researchers focused on particular classes of clustered graphs showing how to compute in polynomial time a drawing
of them. The relationships among all these classes of clustered graphs are depicted in Fig. 3.
• Gutwenger et al. presented a polynomial time algorithm for c-planarity testing for almost connected clustered
graphs [13], i.e. graphs for which all nodes corresponding to the non-connected clusters lie on the same path in T
starting at the root of T , or graphs in which for each non-connected cluster its parent cluster and all its siblings in
T are connected. For example, the clustered graph of Fig. 2(a) is almost connected since the two non-connected
clusters µ2 and µ7 have connected parents and siblings.
• In [5] Cortese et al. studied the class of non-connected clustered graphs (corresponding to the region labeled “cycles
of cycles” in Fig. 3) such that the underlying graph is a cycle and the clusters at the same level of T also form a
cycle, where two clusters are considered adjacent if they are incident to the same edge. The c-planarity testing and
embedding problem is linear for this class of graphs.
• Goodrich et al. introduced a polynomial-time algorithm for producing planar drawings of extrovert clustered
graphs [12], i.e. graphs for which all clusters are connected or extrovert. A cluster c with parent p is extrovert
if and only if p is connected and each connected component of c has a vertex with an edge that is incident to a
cluster which is external to p.
As it can be seen from Fig. 3, most families of clustered graphs that admit a polynomial time c-planarity testing
algorithm contain c-connected graphs. In fact, they need a c-planarity testing algorithm for c-connected graphs as a
subroutine. We are interested, instead, in exploring classes of graphs which are inherently non-connected in order to
investigate the impact of non-connectivity on the complexity of c-planarity testing.
A clustered graph C(G, T ) is flat if all the leaves of T have distance two from the root. This implies that all the
non-root clusters have depth 1 in T . Flat clustered graphs offer a way to deepen our insight into the properties of non-
connected c-planar clustered graphs, providing instances which are simple and, at the same time, non-connected. The
works in [2,1] by Biedl, Kaufmann, and Mutzel can be interpreted as a linear time c-planarity test for non-connected
flat clustered graphs with exactly two clusters.
Let Γ (C) be a drawing of a flat clustered graph C and let ν be a cluster of C . A set S of edges is consecutively
incident to ν in Γ (C) if the edges in S are incident to ν and their intersections with the border of ν in Γ (C) are
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Fig. 4. (a) A clustered drawing Γ (C) of a clustered graph C and (b) the corresponding embedded multigraph G1Γ (c). (c) A clustered graph with
two clusters and two parallel pipes.
consecutive. Given a drawing Γ (C) of a flat clustered graph C , an embedded multigraph G1Γ (C) can be identified such
that G1Γ (C) has a vertex for each cluster with depth 1 of C , and an edge between clusters ν1 and ν2, called pipe, for
each maximal set of edges consecutively incident to both ν1 and ν2. Fig. 4 shows an example of a clustered drawing
(Fig. 4(a)) and the corresponding graph of the clusters (Fig. 4(b)).
We are interested into investigating the c-planarity problem in a fixed embedding setting, that is, into the problem
of finding a planar drawing Γ (C) when the embedded multigraph G1Γ (C) is assigned together with the set S of edges
contained into each pipe. Observe that solving this problem allows to determine the c-planarity of C in particular
cases only, for example when G1Γ (C) is a cycle or a path or when the number of clusters is two. Also, observe that,
since G1Γ (C) can be arbitrarily chosen, it is possible to address problems that are more general than those needed
to determine c-planarity in a fixed embedding setting. For example, one could ask if a flat clustered graph with two
clusters admits a c-planar drawing where the edges are partitioned into two pipes (see Fig. 4(c)).
A clustered cycle is a flat clustered graph whose underlying graph is a cycle. The class of the clustered cycles
corresponds to the area enclosed by the dashed line in Fig. 3. A rigid clustered cycle is a clustered cycle C together
with an embedded multigraph G1Γ (C) and an assignment of a set S of edges to each pipe. In this paper we tackle the
c-planarity testing and embedding problem for rigid clustered cycles. Namely, consider again the problem stated at
the beginning of this section and the examples of Fig. 1 according to the above definitions. The cycle is the underlying
graph of a flat clustered graph and the nodes of the graph are the clusters. Thus, the instance depicted in Fig. 1(a) has
four clusters and an underlying graph which is a cycle of 12 vertices. If you are able to find a drawing of the cycle
without intersections you are also able to find a c-planar embedding for the rigid clustered cycle and vice versa.
We present the following results.
• We develop a new theory for dealing with rigid clustered cycles, based on transformations that preserve their
c-planarity (Section 3).
• We show that the c-planarity of a rigid clustered cycle can be tested in polynomial time (Section 4). As a side effect
we also solve in polynomial time the cycle drawing problem stated at the beginning of the section.
• If the rigid clustered cycle is c-planar we also show a simple method for computing a planar embedding of it
(Section 5).
Section 2 contains basic definitions, while conclusions and open problems are in Section 6.
2. Basic definitions
In this section we provide more formal definitions of clustered cycles and rigid clustered cycles. We assume
familiarity with connectivity and planarity of graphs [9,8].
We define a clustered cycle C(G,G1,ΦV ,ΦE ), where G1 is a graph, possibly with multiple edges, G is a cycle,
ΦV maps each vertex of G to a vertex of G1, and ΦE maps each edge of G between vertices v1 ∈ µ1 and v2 ∈ µ2,
where µ1 6= µ2, to an edge of G1 between vertices µ1 and µ2.
In the following, to avoid ambiguities, the graph G1 of a clustered cycle C will be denoted as G1(C), its edges
will be called pipes while its vertices will be called nodes or clusters. For example, the instance of Fig. 1(a) has four
clusters and five pipes. Also, without loss of generality, we will consider instances where G1(C) has no empty pipe;
hence, it follows that G1(C) is connected.
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Fig. 5. A fountain cluster.
Given a cluster µ ∈ G1(C), we denote by deg(µ) the number of pipes that are adjacent to µ in G1(C), where
multiple pipes count for their multiplicity. The size of a pipe of G1(C) is the number of edges of G it contains. As an
example, the leftmost cluster of Fig. 1(a) has degree three, and the central pipe has size two.
It is easy to see that a path in G whose vertices belong to the same cluster can be collapsed into a single vertex
without affecting the c-planarity property of the clustered cycle. Hence, in the following we consider only clustered
cycles where consecutive vertices belong to distinct clusters. We call cusp a vertex v of G whose incident edges e1
and e2 are such that ΦE (e1) = ΦE (e2).
In a rigid clustered cycle the embedding of G1(C) is specified. Given a rigid clustered cycle C we can define the
embedding Λ of C . Λ is the specification, for each pipe a in G1(C) and for each end node µ of a, of the total ordering
λµ(a) of the edges of G contained in a when turning around µ clockwise. An embedding of a clustered cycle is
c-planar if there exists a c-planar drawing of C that respects such an embedding. If an embedding is c-planar, for each
pipe a = (µ, ν), we have that λµ(a) = λν(a), where λν(a) denotes the reverse of λν(a). Hence, to describe a c-planar
embedding it is sufficient to specify for each pipe the order of its edges with respect to one of its end nodes only. In
the following, we say that a rigid clustered cycle is c-planar if it admits a c-planar embedding.
3. Fountain clusters
Consider a clustered cycle C and one of its clusters µ = {v1, . . . , vq}. Let e′i and e′′i be the incident edges of vi .
Cluster µ is a fountain cluster if there exists a pipe b, called base of µ, such that for each vi we have that e′i ∈ b or
e′′i ∈ b (see Fig. 5 for an example). A fountain clustered cycle is a clustered cycle in which each cluster is a fountain
cluster.
Let µ be a fountain cluster and let b be a base of µ. The following properties hold:
Property 1. The edges incident to a cusp v of µ belong to b.
Property 2. Cluster µ has a base b′ 6= b if and only if deg(µ) = 2 and no cusp belongs to µ. Otherwise µ has
exactly one base.
Property 3. Let p 6= b be a pipe incident to µ. If p is a base for µ then size(p) = size(b), otherwise size(p) <
size(b).
The following property implies that the c-planar embedding of a fountain clustered graph is completely described
by the order of the edges of the bases.
Property 4. Let Λ be a c-planar embedding of a clustered cycle C, and let µ be a fountain cluster with base b. For
any pipe a 6= b we have that λµ(a) is λµ(b) restricted to the edges adjacent to the edges of a.
3.1. Cluster expansion
Given a cluster µ of a clustered cycle C , we call cluster expansion of µ the following operation that produces the
clustered cycle C ′ (see Fig. 6).
Let a1, . . . , ak be the pipes incident to µ, where k = deg(µ). Cluster µ is replaced in C ′ with k new clusters
µ1, . . . , µk , each one incident to pipes a1, . . . , ak , respectively. All the other clusters of C stay unchanged in C ′. Each
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Fig. 6. An example of cluster expansion: (a) A non-fountain cluster µ. (b) The result of the cluster expansion.
non-cusp vertex v in µ incident to edges ei ∈ ai and e j ∈ a j is replaced in C ′ by two new vertices v′ and v′′, with
v′ ∈ µi and v′′ ∈ µ j . A new pipe (µi , µ j ) is inserted, if not already present, and a new edge (v′, v′′) is added such
that (v′, v′′) ∈ (µi , µ j ). Each cusp vertex v having its edges in pipe ai stays unchanged in C ′ and is assigned to cluster
µi .
Now, we investigate the properties of the cluster expansion operation. Let C ′ be a clustered cycle obtained from
C by applying a cluster expansion on cluster µ, let a1, . . . , ak be the pipes incident to µ, and let µ1, . . . , µk the
corresponding clusters introduced by the cluster expansion.
Property 5. Each cluster µi produced by the cluster expansion is a fountain cluster with base ai .
Property 6. There are no multiple pipes incident to the clusters µi produced by a cluster expansion.
By Property 6 cluster expansion can be used to eliminate multiple pipes incident to µ.
Property 7. Let nµ be the number of vertices of µ and let nµi be the number of vertices of µi . We have that∑
i nµi ≤ 2nµ.
Property 8. The cluster expansion operation on cluster µ can be performed in O(nµ) time, where nµ is the number
of vertices of µ.
Property 9. Applying a cluster expansion to each non-fountain cluster of C produces a fountain clustered cycle.
Up to now, the expansion operation has been defined without considering the embedding of G1(C) and G1(C ′).
If C is a rigid clustered cycle it is easy to extend the definition of cluster expansion considering also embedding
issues. The general idea is to embed the pipes around nodes µi respecting the order that pipes ai had in C around µ.
Namely, consider, without loss of generality, cluster µ1 inserted by the cluster expansion. In addition to pipe a1, the
pipes incident to µ1 are a subset of {(µ1, µ2), . . . , (µ1, µk)} and are embedded around µ1 as pipes {a1, . . . , ak} were
embedded around µ.
Note that, even if the embedding of G1(C) is planar, the obtained embedding of G1(C ′) may be not planar due
to the pipes (µi , µ j ) inserted among the clusters µ1, . . . µk . Given a rigid clustered cycle C , a cluster expansion of
one of its clusters µ is feasible if the obtained embedding of G1(C ′) is planar, that is, if C ′ is a rigid clustered cycle.
Examples of feasible and non-feasible cluster expansions are shown in Fig. 7.
Lemma 1. Given a rigid clustered cycle C, if a cluster expansion of one of its clusters µ is not feasible, then C is not
c-planar.
Proof. Consider the circular ordering of cluster µ1, . . . , µk induced by the circular ordering of pipes a1, . . . , ak
around µ. Denote by µi ≺ µ j ≺ µh the fact that µi , µ j , and µh are encountered in this order in the circular ordering.
Since the embedding of G1(C) is planar and the embedding of G1(C ′) is not, there must be two pipes (µi , µh) and
(µ j , µl) in G1(C ′) such that µi ≺ µ j ≺ µh ≺ µl . This implies that there exist in C two paths of G, one traversing ai ,
µ, ah and the other traversing a j , µ, al . Since the embedding of µ is fixed, these two paths cannot be drawn without
intersections. Therefore C is not c-planar. 
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Fig. 7. The result of a feasible (a) and a non-feasible (b) cluster expansion.
Fig. 8. An example of pipe contraction: (a) pipe b before contraction. (b) The result of the contraction of b.
Lemma 2. Let C be a rigid clustered cycle and let µ be a cluster of C. Let C ′ be the result of a feasible cluster
expansion applied to µ. C is c-planar if and only if C ′ is c-planar.
Proof. Suppose that C is c-planar, and let Γ be a c-planar embedding of C . A c-planar embedding Γ ′ of C ′ can be
computed as follows. For each pipe that is present both in C and in C ′, including pipes a1, . . . , ak incident to µ, we
assume that the order of edges in Γ ′ is the same as in Γ . The order of the edges inside the pipes added among nodes
µ1, . . . , µk is determined, according to Properties 5 and 4 , by their order in the bases a1, . . . , ak . Since the order
of the edges in a1, . . . , ak in Γ ′ is the same as in Γ , any crossing in a pipe among nodes µ1, . . . , µk would imply a
crossing within µ in Γ , which is a contradiction. Hence, Γ ′ is c-planar.
Suppose now that C ′ is c-planar, and let Γ ′ be a c-planar embedding of C ′. A c-planar embedding Γ of C can
directly be obtained from Γ ′. Since all pipes of C are also present in C ′, the order of their edges can be assumed to
be the same as in Γ ′. Also, the embedding of each cluster of G1(C) is the same as G1(C ′), even when the expansion
disconnects clusters µ1, . . . , µk . Consider edge e of pipe (µi , µ j ) in Γ ′. The path ei , e, e j of Γ ′, where ei ∈ ai and
e j ∈ a j corresponds to path ei , e j in Γ . Hence, the c-planarity of Γ ′ implies the c-planarity of Γ . 
3.2. Pipe contraction
We call a pipe b between two fountain clusters µ and ν contractible if:
• b is the only pipe between µ and ν,
• b is a base for both µ and ν, and
• b is the only base for one of them.
We define the pipe contraction operation on a contractible pipe b as follows. The pipe contraction produces a
clustered cycle C ′ starting from a clustered cycle C by replacing µ, ν, and b, with a new cluster µ′, which is adjacent
to all the clusters which µ and ν were adjacent to. If µ and ν were adjacent to the same cluster ρ, µ′ is doubly adjacent
to ρ; that is, the pipe contraction may introduce multiple pipes incident to µ′. An example of a pipe contraction is
shown in Fig. 8. Note that the new cluster µ′ is, in general, not a fountain cluster.
Since b is a base for both µ and ν, each edge ein 6∈ b entering µ or ν belongs to a path pC =
ein, v, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk, eout, where eout 6∈ b is the first edge exiting µ or ν and ei ∈ b, i = 1, . . . , k, k ≥ 1.
Path pC is replaced by pC ′ = ein, vµ′ , eout, with vµ′ ∈ µ′.
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Fig. 9. A drawing Γ ′ of C ′ (a) and the corresponding drawing Γ of C (b).
If C is a rigid clustered cycle, analogously to the expansion operation, the definition of the pipe contraction
operation can be extended in order to take into account embedding issues. Namely, we can give to the pipes around
µ′ the same circular order they have in C around the subgraph composed of µ, ν, and b.
The following properties are trivial to prove.
Property 10. Let nµ and nν be the number of vertices of µ and ν, respectively. The number of vertices of µ′ is at
most (nµ + nν)/2.
Property 11. The pipe contraction operation on a contractible pipe b can be performed in O(size(b)) time.
Lemma 3. Let C be a rigid fountain clustered cycle and let b be a contractible pipe. Let C ′ be the rigid clustered
cycle obtained from C by applying a pipe contraction operation to b. C is c-planar if and only if C ′ is c-planar.
Proof. Suppose that C is c-planar, let Γ be a c-planar drawing of C , we show how to build a c-planar drawing Γ ′
of C ′ by slightly modifying Γ . Namely, region R(µ′) is the union of R(µ), R(ν), and the stripe corresponding to b.
(Observe that R(µ′) is connected.) Each path pC = ein, v, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk, eout of C , with ΦE (ei ) = b, is replaced
by pC ′ = ein, vµ′ , eout, where vµ′ replaces v, and all vertices vi , with i = 1, . . . , k, are removed, joining their incident
edges. It is easy to see that the obtained drawing is a c-planar drawing of C ′.
Suppose now that C ′ is c-planar, and let Γ ′ be a c-planar drawing of C ′. We provide a c-planar drawing Γ of C
by suitably modifying Γ ′. We take region R(µ) = R(µ′). Observe that in Γ ′ all the pipes that were incident to ν are
consecutively attached to the border of R(µ′). Hence, it is possible to add two arbitrarily thin stripes, corresponding
to b and R(ν), respectively, along the border of R(µ′) in such a way to intersect those pipes only and to create no
edge-region crossings (see Fig. 9(b)).
Now, consider the edges entering R(µ′) that were incident to µ before contraction in counterclockwise order. Let
ein be the current edge and pC ′ = ein, vµ′ , eout be the path of C ′ that replaced pC = ein, v, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk, eout.
(Remember that k ≥ 1).
If k = 1, it is easy to obtain a drawing of pC = ein, v, e1, v1, eout starting from the drawing of pC ′ = ein, vµ′ , eout
by replacing vµ′ with v and splitting eout with a vertex v1 in such a way that v1 is into R(ν) (see paths p1C ′ and p
1
C of
Fig. 9 for an example.)
Analogously, if k is odd (eout was incident to ν) it is possible to draw the path pC = ein, v, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk, eout
in a thin stripe along the drawing of pC ′ = ein, vµ′ , eout (see paths poddC ′ and p oddC of Fig. 9 for an example).
If k is even, then both ein and eout were incident to µ in C . In this case the drawing of pC ′ = ein, vµ′ , eout does
not immediately provide a drawing of pC = ein, v, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk, eout, which can be built as follows: vertex v
is placed into R(µ) as edge ein crosses the border of R(µ). Edge e1 follows clockwise the border of R(µ) till the
previous edge e′in entering R(µ) is found (or R(ν) is reached). Since edges ein are considered in counterclockwise
order and since b was a base for both µ and ν, path p′C , starting with edge e′in, always has vertex v′ in R(µ) and
v′1 in R(ν). Therefore, edge e1 can be drawn arbitrarily near to path p′C and can be terminated with v1 placed into
R(ν). Edges ei , with i = 2, . . . , k, can be drawn in an arbitrarily thin stripe adjacent to e1, positioning vi alternately
into R(µ) and R(ν). Finally, edge eout can follow path pC ′ to exit R(ν) (see paths p evenC ′ and p
even
C of Fig. 9 for
an example). Now, consider the edges entering R(µ′) that were incident to ν before the contraction. Let ein be the
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Fig. 10. Three cases used in the proof of Lemma 4: (a) cluster µi+1 has degree different from two. (b) µi+1 has degree two and bi is the only base
for µi+1. and (c) µi+1 has degree two and has two bases.
current edge and pC ′ = ein, vµ′ , eout be the path of C ′ that replaced pC = ein, v, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk, eout. If k is odd,
the drawing of pC = ein, v, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk, eout was already considered above. If k is even, then the whole path pC
can be drawn in an arbitrary small stripe along ein (see paths pνC ′ and p
ν
C of Fig. 9 for an example). 
4. C-planarity testing of clustered cycles
In this section we describe a c-planarity testing algorithm for rigid clustered cycles. The algorithm is based on the
following lemmas.
Lemma 4. Let C be a fountain clustered cycle such that G1(C) is not a simple cycle and has not multiple pipes. There
exists at least one contractible pipe b∗ in G1(C).
Proof. We search for a contractible pipe by considering one pipe at a time. We start from a pipe b1(µ1, µ2) of
maximum size in the whole clustered cycle C . Observe that, since b1 is a pipe of maximum size also among those
incident to both µ1 and µ2, by Property 3, b1 is a base for both of them. If µ1 has degree different from two, by
Property 2, µ1 has a single base and the statement holds with b∗ = b1. If µ1 has degree two and its second pipe b0 is
not a base for µ1, then again the statement holds with b∗ = b1. Otherwise, let bi (µi , µi+1) be the current pipe, where
bi is a base for both µi and µi+1 and µi has a second base bi−1. Two cases are possible:
(1) µi+1 has degree different from two (see Fig. 10(a)). In this case, by Property 2, µi+1 has the single base bi and
the statement holds with b∗ = bi .
(2) µi+1 has degree two.
(a) If µi+1 only admits bi as a base (see, for example, Fig. 10(b)), then again the statement holds with b∗ = bi .
(b) If µi+1 has two bases (see, for example, Fig. 10(c)), let bi+1 = (µi+1, µi+2) be the second base of µi+1. Due
to Property 3, size(bi+1) = size(bi ). Therefore bi+1 is also a base for its incident cluster µi+2 6= µi+1. We
carry on the search by taking as current pipe bi+1.
Since G1(C) is not a simple cycle, it is assured that the current pipe bi is different from the starting pipe b1 and that
there exists at least a j for which b j is the only base for µ j . 
We introduce a quantity, denoted E(C), that will be used to analyse the algorithm both in terms of correctness and
in terms of time complexity. Intuitively, it is an indicator of the structural complexity of G1(C). Quantity E(C) is
defined as follows:
E(C) =
∑
a∈{pipes of G1(C)}
(size(a))2.
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Fig. 11. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 5. (a) Clusters µ′ and µ′′ and the contractible pipe b in the clustered cycle C ; (b) cluster µ in the
clustered cycle C ′; (c) cluster µ j , with deg(µi ) = 1, in the clustered cycle C∗.
Our c-planarity testing algorithm consists of a sequence of transformations of the input clustered cycle C . Some
of these transformations are pairs of consecutive contraction-expansion operations, that is, we select a contractible
pipe b, we contract b generating a new cluster µ, and we perform a cluster expansion on µ. The following lemmas
show how E changes after a pair of consecutive contraction-expansion operations. First, we need this technical lemma:
Lemma 5. Let C be a fountain clustered cycle and let b = (µ′, µ′′) be a contractible pipe. Let C ′ be the clustered
cycle obtained by applying a pipe contraction to b producing cluster µ. Let C∗ be the clustered cycle obtained by
applying a cluster expansion to µ which is replaced in C∗ by clusters µ1, . . . , µk . If one between clusters µ1, . . . , µk
has degree one then b contains edges incident to cusps.
Proof. Suppose cluster µ j has degree one, then vertices in µ j are cusps. Now, consider pipe a j incident to µ j . Edges
contained in a j are all adjacent to the cusps contained in µ j . Pipe a j is also present in C , where it is incident to µ′ or
µ′′ (say µ′) and has the same internal edges. It is easy to show that a j cannot contain edges incident to cusps in C . In
fact, two cases are possible:
• a j is a base for µ′. In this case, by Property 2, µ′ has degree two and cannot have cusps.
• a j is not a base for µ′. In this case, Property 1 guarantees that a j cannot contain edges incident to cusps.
Therefore, edges in a j must be part of paths traversing b more than one time. This proves the statement. 
The proof of Lemma 5 is illustrated in Fig. 11.
Lemma 6. Let C be a fountain clustered cycle and let b = (µ′, µ′′) be a contractible pipe. Let C ′ be the clustered
cycle obtained by applying a pipe contraction to b producing cluster µ. Let C∗ be the clustered cycle obtained by
applying a cluster expansion to µ. If C∗ has only one pipe p more than C ′, i.e. the same number of pipes as C, then
E(C∗) < E(C).
Proof. In order to prove the statement, it is sufficient to show that size(b) > size(p). We prove this by showing that
each edge of p corresponds to one edge of b, while b contains at least one extra edge for each cusp of µ′ and µ′′,
which have at least one cusp.
By construction, p cannot have edges incident to cusps. Also, by construction each edge e in p corresponds to
a path traversing b. Edge e corresponds to a single edge of b if such a path has no cusp and to more than one edge
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Fig. 12. A c-planar drawing of clustered cycle C whose graph of the clusters G1(C) is a path.
otherwise. Therefore, in order to prove that size(b) > size(p) it is sufficient to show that b has edges incident to cusps.
In fact, suppose by contradiction that b has no edge incident to a cusp.
• If one of µ′ and µ′′, say µ′, has degree one, then µ′ contains only cusps, contradicting the fact that b does not
contains edges incident to cusps.
• If both µ′ and µ′′ have degree two, then, since b is a base for both of them, by Property 2 b cannot be the single
base for one of them, contradicting the fact that b is a contractible pipe.
• Otherwise, one between µ′ or µ′′, say µ′, has degree greater than two and µ′′ has degree at least two. In this case,
the cluster expansion applied to µ inserts clusters µ1, . . . , µk , with k > 2. Therefore, there must be one cluster µ j
which had degree one and by Lemma 5 we have that b contains edges incident to cusps.
¿From the above discussion we have that size(b) > size(p) and, hence, E(C∗) < E(C). 
Lemma 7. Let C be a fountain clustered cycle and let b = (µ′, µ′′) be a contractible pipe. Let C∗ be the clustered
cycle obtained by applying a pipe contraction to b followed by a cluster expansion of the obtained cluster µ. We have
that E(C∗) < E(C).
Proof. Let C ′ be the clustered cycle generated by the pipe contraction applied to b = (µ′, µ′′), where, without
loss of generality, b is the only base for µ′. C ′ contains all the pipes as C with the exception of b, then E(C ′) =
E(C)− (size(b))2.
C∗ has the same pipes as C ′ plus a set of new pipes p1, . . . , ph . If h = 0 then E(C∗) = E(C ′) < E(C). If h = 1
by Lemma 6 E(C∗) < E(C).
Suppose h ≥ 2. We have that E(C∗) = E(C ′)+∑hj=1(size(p j ))2 = E(C)− (size(b))2 +∑hj=1(size(p j ))2.
Observe that each edge contained in the pipes p1, . . . , ph is generated by the split of a vertex in µ, and that by
construction the number of vertices in µ is at most size(b). Then,
∑h
j=1 size(p j ) ≤ size(b). Hence, it can easily
shown that
∑h
j=1(size(p j ))2 < (size(b))2, and the statement follows. 
Lemma 8. A clustered cycle C whose graph of the clusters G1(C) is a path is c-planar.
Proof. Let µ1, . . . , µm be the nodes of G1(C) in the order in which they appear in the path. A planar embedding of C
can be built as follows. Traverse the cycle G starting from a vertex in µ1. Each edge e belonging to pipe a = (µi , µ j )
is inserted at the last position of λµi (a) and at the first position of λµ j (a). When the path comes back to µ1 for the
last time it can be connected to the starting point preserving c-planarity. See Fig. 12 for an example. 
We are now ready to introduce the c-planarity testing algorithm for a rigid clustered cycle C . First, the algorithm
performs a cluster expansion for each cluster. If one of such expansions is not feasible, then, according to Lemma 1,
C is not c-planar. If all the expansions are feasible, according to Property 9, we obtain a fountain clustered cycle C f ,
which is c-planar if and only if C is c-planar. Also, by Property 6, C f does not have multiple pipes. If G1(C f ) is
a cycle, then the c-planarity of C f can be easily tested using the results described in [5]. If G1(C f ) is a path, then
Lemma 8 states that C f is c-planar.
If G1(C f ) is neither a cycle nor a path, then Lemma 4 guarantees that there exists a contractible pipe b∗ = (µ, ν).
Perform a contraction operation on b∗. Perform a cluster expansion on the resulting cluster. Note that the pipe
contraction may temporarily generate multiple pipes; however, by Property 6, the subsequent cluster expansion
produces a clustered cycle which has no multiple pipes.
If the expansion is not feasible, then C is not c-planar (Lemma 1). Otherwise, we obtain a fountain clustered cycle
with no multiple pipes which is c-planar if and only if C i s c-planar and we can iterate the two last operations until
the clusters of the clustered cycle form a cycle, or a path, or a cluster expansion is non-feasible.
The algorithm, called ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting, is formally described in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Algorithm ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting.
Theorem 1. Given a rigid clustered cycle C(G,G1,ΦV ,ΦE ), there exists an algorithm to test if C is c-planar in
O(n3) time, where n is the number of vertices of G.
Proof. First, we prove that algorithm ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting gives the correct result. If all initial cluster
expansions are feasible, then, by Lemma 2 and Properties 6 and 9, we obtain a fountain clustered cycle without
multiple edges which is c-planar if and only if the input clustered cycle C is c-planar. Otherwise, if a non-feasible
cluster expansion is encountered, we have by Lemma 1 that C is not c-planar.
Let Ci be the current fountain clustered cycle with no multiple edges. If G1(Ci ) is a cycle, then the c-planarity
testing algorithm for k-cluster cycles shown in [5] can be applied. If G1(Ci ) is a path, by Lemma 8, it is always
c-planar. Otherwise, Lemma 4 guarantees that there exists a contractible pipe b∗ in Ci . A pair of pipe contraction
and cluster expansion can be performed producing a fountain clustered cycle Ci+1 with no multiple pipes which, by
Lemmas 2 and 3, is c-planar if and only if Ci is c-planar. By Lemma 7, each pair of pipe contraction and cluster
expansion operations decreases E. Since E is an integer number and can not be negative, the body of the while loop
is executed a finite number of times and therefore the algorithm always terminates.
Second, we prove that algorithm ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting can be always executed in O(n3) time, where n
is the number of vertices of G. In the first phase of the algorithm a cluster expansion is performed for all the clusters.
By Property 8, each cluster expansion can be performed on a cluster µ in O(nµ) time, where nµ is the number of
vertices of µ. Therefore, this phase can be performed in linear time in the number of vertices of G. Also, at the end of
this phase, by Property 7, the number of vertices is at most 2n.
By Properties 7 and 10, each pair of cluster expansion and pipe contraction operations does not increase the number
of vertices of the cycle. Also, by Properties 8 and 11, the two operations can be performed in linear time with respect
to n.
Suppose that E is the value of E after the first phase of cluster expansions. We have that E ∈ O(n2). By
Lemma 7 each pair of pipe contraction and cluster expansion operations decreases E(C). Hence, the body of the
while loop is executed at most E times. Also, contractible pipes can be determined in constant time using a suitable
data structure that contains the candidate bases and that is updated after each operation. Therefore, Algorithm
ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting works in O(n)× O(n2) time, that is, O(n3) time. 
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Fig. 14. An example that shows that the c-planarity for cycles is only a necessary condition but not a sufficient one for the c-planarity of more
complex graphs. The graph of the clusters is supposed to have a fixed embedding while the underlying graph is planar and composed by three paths
between two vertices (each path is drawn in the picture with a different line style).
5. Computing c-planar embeddings of clustered cycles
In this section we show how to build an embedding for a c-planar rigid clustered cycle. We assume that Algorithm
ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting, described in Section 4, has been applied, and that each step of the algorithm has been
recorded. The clustered cycle Cend obtained at the last step of the execution of the algorithm is such that G1(Cend)
is a cycle or a path. If G1(Cend) is a cycle, a c-planar embedding of Cend can be easily computed by using the
results described in [5]. Otherwise, if G1(Cend) is a path a c-planar embedding of Cend can be computed by using the
technique introduced in the proof of Lemma 8. The embedding of the input clustered cycle can be obtained by going
through the transformations operated by Algorithm ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting in reverse order starting from a
c-planar embedding of Cend.
Algorithm ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting performs two kind of operations: pipe contraction and cluster
expansion.
For each cluster expansion on a clustered cycle C , which produces a cluster cycle C ′, the embedding of C is directly
obtained from the embedding of C ′ since all pipes in C ′ are also in C and their embedding do not change (see the
proof of Lemma 2).
For each pipe contraction on a clustered cycle C , which produces a cluster cycle C ′, the embedding of C can be
computed starting from the embedding Λ′ of C ′ as follows. Produce a drawing Γ ′ of C ′ according to Λ′. Produce a
drawing Γ of C starting from Γ ′ as described in the proof of Lemma 3. Extract the embedding Λ from Γ .
Since obtaining a c-planar drawing from an embedding and vice versa can be performed in linear time, and since
ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting has an O(n3) time complexity, we can state the following result.
Theorem 2. Given a c-planar rigid clustered cycle, a c-planar embedding of it can be computed in O(n3) time.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we addressed the problem of drawing without crossings a cycle in a planar embedded graph and
showed that the problem can be solved in O(n3) time, where n is the number of vertices of the cycle.
If we interpret the problem and the result from the clustered planarity perspective it turns out that we have identified
a new family of flat clustered graphs that are highly non-connected and whose c-planarity can be tested in polynomial
time when an embedded graph of the clusters is given and the underlying graph is a cycle. This might be useful for
deepening the insight into the general problem of testing the c-planarity of non-connected clustered graphs, whose
computational complexity is still unknown.
However, a trivial generalization of this result to flat clustered graphs fails. In fact, suppose that the underlying
graph is not a cycle but a more complex graph containing several cycles. One could argue that testing the c-planarity
of all the cycles of the underlying graph would be sufficient, for proving the c-planarity of the whole graph. Even
admitting the possibility to test the c-planarity of an exponential number of cycles, this condition is not sufficient. A
counterexample is shown in Fig. 14. The underlying graph of the flat clustered graph represented in Fig. 14 has three
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cycles. Each of them is c-planar while the whole graph is not; indeed, if we avoid crossing in the leftmost cluster, we
have that the red path will cross at least one of the other paths in the central cluster.
As further directions of investigation we propose the following problems:
• Consider the case of clustered cycles for which the graph of the clusters has not a prescribed planar embedding. Is
the problem of c-planarity testing still polynomial for this family of clustered graphs?
• Can the results of this work be extended to the case in which the underlying graph is composed by a collection of
disjoint cycles?
• What if the underlying graph is a tree or a series-parallel graph and the graph of the clusters has a fixed embedding?
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